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Introduction
Through decades of lessons learned, engineering improvements,
development and application of best practice and technological
advancements, the emergency response, fire safety, military, oil
& gas industry is one of the most challenging sectors to work in.

However, due to the nature of the industry, a major incident can
be just a short series of unfortunate events away. Rapid response
and management of these events can mean the difference
between a minor incident and a major catastrophe resulting in
the loss of millions of dollars, ecological devastation, and loss of
life.

This internationally accredited Bachelor program has been
developed with industry experts to instill the core skills and
knowledge essential for both risk management and effectively
managing an emergency if and when it happens. With extensive
use of case studies, role play, disaster simulations, and study,
students are equipped with the skills and knowledge required to
manage risk and respond to and manage an emergency.

www.uard.ac.nz
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In recognizing the need for a higher-level, internationally
recognized set of qualifications that include the important
mandatory industry standards the University of Applied
Research and Development has worked with safety
leaders to leverage their extensive industry experience and
knowledge to develop and deliver these University level
programs. Apply here http://bit.ly/errmenrol

Accredited in the US Government, the National Open
Colleges Network (NOCN), OTHM, and One Awards,
these programs are designed not only to meet industry
standards but to increase leadership capabilities & career
advancement in all emergency management, safety and
other hazardous industries.

Accreditation

www.uard.ac.nz
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This programme and others developed by UARD
incorporate globally recognized industry standards,
allowing for recognition of prior learning (RPL) and
recognition of current competency.

A number of industry qualifications are currently
recognized including certifications from USCG, USDF,
FEMA, API, NFPA, OPITO and TEEX to mention only a
few.

For candidates with extensive industry experience and
certification, up to 75% of the Bachelor and/or Masters
programmes can be completed via RPL.

Recognition of Prior Learning

www.uard.univeristy
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Delivery
The learning elements of the Bachelor in Emergency Response
& Risk Management will be delivered online, in person, through
field-based study, and in study groups where possible in New
Zealand, funded by the USA Veterans Affairs for active service
and veterans.

Professors will be using a variety of technologies such as
Google Classroom, Meet, Zoom, LMS and dedicated Facebook
Groups to facilitate study, deliver lectures and materials to
students, and facilitate group work, assessment and
assignments.

Students must have access to a computer and a broadband
internet connection with sufficient bandwidth to participate in
online video conferencing. Additionally, as both students and
instructors for this course are from all over the world, delivery
will be in English. Students will be required to prove an
adequate level of English skill prior to acceptance*.

*See entry requirements, page 7

www.uard.univeristy
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Workload - September 2022 Start
To successfully complete the required learning elements, successful
applicants to the programme will be expected to be able to dedicate 
between 18-25 hours per week for lectures, workgroups, assessment, 
and study. On average, the weekly time distribution will be as follows:

* 1.5 hours live online class via ZOOM
* 18 hours interaction, Q&A, response time, accessing
    learning materials in the LMS, study groups, lectures and field trip
visits
* 2 hours assignment completion 
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• Research projects
• Examinations
• Whitepaper production
• ... and many more

• Group work
• Video summaries
• Share resource creation
• Written assignments
• Live presentations
• Case study investigation

The University of Applied Research & Development uses a range assessment 
strategies to ensure our graduates are well prepared to lead in their industry. 
Assessments may include the following:

Assessment

www.uard.univeristy



Entry Requirements Enrollment Process

The entry requirements for the Bachelor
 in Emergency Response & Risk Management 
programme are as follows:

• IELTS score of 6.5, or an acceptable equivalent
• Incident Command System (ICS) 100 Introduction
• 5 years of industry experience.

Adequate evidence of the above will  be required on
submission of enrolment. The University of Applied 
Research & Development and their delivery partners 
reserve the right to interview applicants prior to 
acceptance and to follow up with employers to 
verify work experience.

Enrolment for this programme is conducted 
online

• Clear, colour scan of your Passport or 
    government issued ID.
• Clear, colour scan of your qualifications 
   & supporting documentation.
Apply here http://bit.ly/errmenrol

Completing the enrolment form:
• If you plan on recognition of prior
learning (RPL) please select Yes on the
appropriate question.

www.uard.univeristy
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RPL will determine the full study path
UARD operates a three-term, four-month
per-term timetable
Apply here http://bit.ly/errmenrol

Course
Breakdown
Note: 
1.

2.

3.
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Bachelor in Emergency Response & 
Risk Management

• Major Emergency Management
• Conflict Management
• Offshore Installation Management
• Plant Manager / Incident Commander 
    Initial Response
• Introduction to Financial Concepts of 
   Emergency   Services
• Organizational Behaviour
• Case Studies

• Crisis Management Teams
• Relative Response Team :Theory & Practice
• Business Continuity Planning
• Modelling in Disaster Risk Management
• Media Support Team Strategies
• Reporting & Liaising with Stakeholders
• Disaster Risk Management Planning
• Incident Action Plans: Theory & Practice

• Community Vulnerability & Resilience
• Strategic Management
• Disaster Recovery & Reconstruction
• Disaster-Risk Reduction & Climate 
   Change
• Social Issues in Disaster Management
• Disaster Risk Communication
• Community Based Disaster Risk 
   Management
• Research Methodologies

Year 1 
Year 2 

Year 3 

Page 10 - 12

Page 13-15

Page 16-18

9
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Year 1

Major Emergency Management
Level: 4                Points: 12

During this course, students will learn to review, manage and
assess the information available during an emergency situation
in a timely manner to establish priorities and to take effective
actions such as implementation of predetermined emergency
response plans and procedures in the context of the current
emergency being faced.

Conflict Management
Level: 4                Points: 12

This course examines methods of resolving conflict
experienced by Emergency Response and Risk Management
Groups, Service Partners and members of the general public
in risk critical situations. Students will be equipped with the
background knowledge and practical skills to manage conflict
in a range of challenging situations.

Offshore Installation 
 Management

Learning Objectives:

Learning Objectives:

Level: 4                Points: 12

Learning Objectives:

This course is designed for Offshore
Installation Managers (OIM),
Superintendents or Person In Charge
(PIC) who are designated as Incident
Managers in Controlling Emergencies
on Offshore Installations. The
outcomes will focus on effectiveness
in: Assessing the Situation and Take
Effective Action, Maintaining
Communications, Delegating
Authority to Act, Manage Individual
and Team Performance and Dealing
with Stress in Self and Others.

www.uard.univeristy
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Year 1 Year 1

Plant Manager/Incident Commander
Incident Response
Level: 4                Points: 12

During this course students will learn to monitor and control
resources during an emergency while evaluating progress and
communicating changes in plans and priorities as an
emergency unfolds. Students will learn to effectively delegate
authority and manage individuals and teams while recognizing
and dealing with stress in themselves and others.

Level: 4                Points: 12

This course is an introduction to the fiscal policies,
procedures, and problems encountered in the administration
of emergency service organizations — specifically
governmental entities, non-profit, tax based and volunteer
organizations. The course is designed for non-accounting
students who need to understand finance and accounting in
order to participate in planning, control, and decision-making. 

Organizational
Behaviour

Learning Objectives:

Learning Objectives:

Level: 4                Points: 12

Learning Objectives:

This course introduces organizational
behaviour, the social-scientific study
of individuals and groups in work
organizations. Built on findings from
psychology, social-psychology,
sociology, and cultural anthropology,
this course examines employee
motivation and job satisfaction,
factors influencing levels of job
performance and psychological
dimensions of the work environment.
It also discusses personality
differences,managerial effectiveness,
and stress at work. Students study
the individual, group, and social
impact on outcomes.

Introduction to Financial Concepts of
Emergency

www.uard.univeristy
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Year 1

Case Study Investigation
Level: 4                Points: 12

During this course, students will be provided with a range of
case studies from different types of real world emergencies.
Students will learn to draw conclusions regarding effective and
ineffective responses to emergency situations and present
their findings.

Learning Objectives:

Case Study Investigation
Level: 4                Points: 24

This course is a work-site focused review of readiness and
response strategies, with students expected to develop and
submit an improvement plan based on their findings.

www.uard.univeristy
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Year 2

This course focuses on the roles & responsibilities of
the Crisis Leader in identifying different types of
crisis situations and their particular key factors.
Students will be familiarized with the duties &
responsibilities of the CMT members, the emergency
command & control (ECC) facilities, information
management , the importance of preplanning &
maintaining a state of readiness, and Establishing &
maintaining communications with internal and
external agencies.

Crisis Management Teams (CMT)
Level: 5                Points: 12
Learning Objectives:

This course covers the following subject matters:
Overview of the ER organizations, systems & roles;
The relative response room processes & roles;
Managing Information; Communications (effective
handling of phone calls); Managing stress in self &
others; Verifying emergency response information &
management; Communication techniques; Delivering
information to relatives.

Relative Response Team Theory & Practice
Level: 5                Points: 12
Learning Objectives:

Business Continuity
Planning
Level: 5                Points: 12

This course covers the
fundamentals and concepts of
Incident Management, BCM &
DRM; The principles of the Risk
Matrix, frequency and impact and
the resilient organization; Design
& development of a robust
BCM/DRM strategy & structure;
Implementation of a BCM
strategy; The feedback loop and
keeping BCM systems current and
effective; and, Ensuring
organizational readiness and
resilience is maintained.

Learning Objectives:

www.uard.univeristy
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Year 2

During this course, students will learn to distinguish
between disaster management and risk management,
Explain selected models of disaster management,
describe the strategies for risk mitigation, and
identify actions needed for post-disaster
management.

Modelling in Disaster Risk Management
Level: 5                Points: 12
Learning Objectives:

During this course students develop an
understanding about the impact of media and their
role during emergency situations. Students will learn
about preparing a Holding Statement and writing a
Press Release as well as harnessing Social Media
tools. Students will also learn about The Golden
Hour, SOCO, Fast Facts, and 5W +1H.

Media Support Team Strategies
Level: 5                Points: 12
Learning Objectives:

Reporting & Liaising with
Stakeholders
Level: 5                Points: 12

Recognizing the importance of
stakeholders and their different
communication needs will allow
graduates of this course to
accurately and empathetically
provide the right information, in
the right way, to the right people.

Learning Objectives:

www.uard.univeristy
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Year 2

During this course students will learn about the
scope and context of Disaster Risk Reduction (DRR),
as well as it’s role and importance in reducing risks.
Students will learn how to plan, facilitate, and
coordinate DRR activities in their country
interactively with national stakeholders.

Disaster Risk Management Planning
Level: 5                Points: 12
Learning Objectives:

Theory without practice is unsuitable in the real
world of incident command when lives may be at risk
and multimillion-dollar equipment or property is
being affected. In this course students will explore
real world scenarios in a virtual environment -
something not done in any programme of this kind in
the world.

Incident Action Plans: Theory & Practice
Level: 5                Points: 12
Learning Objectives:

Year 2  Project
Level: 5                Points: 24

With support from their
instructors, students will develop
an agreed upon project aimed to
demonstrate their mastery of the
learning modules covered in year
2. 

Learning Objectives:

www.uard.univeristy
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Year 3

After successful completion of this course students
are expected to be able to: explain and contrast the
concepts of urban resilience and vulnerability;
understand links and interactions between urban
development, disaster risk and governance
processes; assess the impact of disasters on changes
in governance and urbanization; analyse the place of
social capital, community, and government
institutions in disaster response; apply learning from
the course to design and evaluate proposals for
enhancing societal resilience to crises.

Community Vulnerability & Resilience
Level: 5                Points: 12

Learning Objectives:

Using the latest case studies and recent research,
supervisors and leaders will actively plan their
strategic goals, identify roles & responsibilities,
develop stress-management plans for team members
and pre-plan their crisis & emergency philosophy &
reporting - including media liaison and social media.

Strategic Management
Level: 5                Points: 12

Learning Objectives:

Disaster Recovery and
Reconstruction
Level: 5                Points: 12

During this course students will
learn to identify risks to an
organizations cyber environment;
differentiate cyber risks of a large
organization from those of a small
company, clinic, or Small Office /
Home Office (SOHO); identify
specific laws and acts both
foreign and domestic related to
business continuity; and develop
an appropriate Disaster Recovery
/ Business Continuity (DR/BC)
implementation plan.

Learning Objectives:

www.uard.univeristy
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Year 3

During this course students will learn to understand
the basics of how global warming is affecting
extreme events and increasing vulnerability to
hazards; have increased awareness of the need to
integrate DRR with adaptation to climate change, in
the context of development and poverty-reduction
activities; understand the significance of gender as a
factor in both disaster risk and effects of climate
change; and develop awareness of how they need to
act differently on a personal and institutional level in
order to deal with disasters in the context of climate
change.

Disaster Risk Reduction & Climate Change
Level: 5                Points: 12

Learning Objectives: Disaster Risk
Communication
Level: 5                Points: 12

Upon completion of this course,
students will be able to describe
the Communication Planning
Process; undertake a situational,
audience and channel analyses;
develop communication
objectives for specific audiences
in a given scenario/ disaster/
emergency; formulate appropriate
messages for specific audiences;
and conceptualize appropriate
Risk Communication Material.

Learning Objectives:

 During this course students will learn to recognize
and integrate the issues of gender, class, ethnicity
and race into disaster management planning.

Social Issues in Disaster Management 
Level: 5                Points: 12

Learning Objectives:

www.uard.univeristy
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Year 3

During this course students will learn how to prepare
risk reduction plans and discuss their integration into
sectoral developmental programs; analyze issues and
challenges in the implementation of community
based risk reduction and climate change adaptation
programs, discuss areas of professional development;
and build commitment and value systems to promote
community empowerment for climate-inclusive
community risk reduction.

Community Based Disaster Risk
Management
Level: 5                Points: 12

Learning Objectives:

Year 3  Project
Level: 5                Points: 24

With support from their
instructors, students will develop
an agreed upon project aimed at
bringing together and
demonstrating all of the
knowledge gained during the
course.

Learning Objectives:

Upon completion of this course, students will be able
to demonstrate an understanding of research design;
know why educational research is undertaken, and
the audiences that profit from research studies;
Identify the overall process of designing a research
study from its inception to its report; and present an
analysis of ethical issues in educational research,
including those issues that arise in using quantitative
and qualitative research.

Research Methodologies
Level: 5                Points: 12
Learning Objectives:

www.uard.univeristy



DIPLOMA IN
EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT IN THE
OIL & GAS INDUSTRY
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Other Available Programmes
Emergency Response & Risk Management (ERRM

Apply here http://bit.ly/errmenrol

Level 4
1 Year Programme

DIPLOMA IN
EMERGENCY

MANAGEMENT

1

DIPLOMA IN CRISIS
MANAGEMENT IN THE
OIL & GAS INDUSTRY

4

DIPLOMA IN
EMERGENCY

RESPONSE & RISK
MANAGEMENT

5

ADVANCED DIPLOMA IN
EMERGENCY

RESPONSE & RISK
MANAGEMENT

6

 

BACHELOR IN
EMERGENCY

RESPONSE & RISK
MANAGEMENT

7

 

MASTERS IN
EMERGENCY

RESPONSE & RISK
MANAGEMENT

8

Level 5
1 Year Programme

DIPLOMA IN CRISIS
MANAGEMENT

 

2

Level 4
1 Year Programme

Level 5
1 Year Programme

Level 4
1 Year Programme

Level 5
1 Year Programme

Level 6
3 Year Programme

Level 7
2 - 3 Year Programme

Note: Each Diploma gains automatic credit 
for entry to the associated Bachelor programme

18www.uard.univeristy
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Contact us

Now

Apply here http://bit.ly/errmenrol
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